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CleanMount® Pass-Through Chambers 


Pass-Through; CleanMount® CleanSeam™, 12" W x 12" D x 12" H ID, Flush Wall Mount, 304 or 316 Stainless Steel












	Available ISO Ratings: ISO 5, ISO 6, ISO 7, ISO 8
	Easy-to-sterilize 304 or 316 stainless steel cleanroom pass through for sterile bio-pharma applications
	Obstruction free interior, lipless edges, radius corners, continuous welds for strict disinfection
	CleanMount design allows for installation without drilling and prevents cleanroom shutdown for rapid servicing or replacement
	Hidden automatic door interlock allows only one door to open at a time to prevent cross-contamination
	Lift-off hinges allow doors to be easily removed for more thorough cleaning



• Inside Depth: 12"
• Inside Height: 12"
• Inside Width: 12"
• Concealed Interlock: Yes
• Continuous-Seam Welds: Yes
• Electropolished: Optional
• Expand System Capabilities: UV Sanitizer
• HEPA/ULPA Filtration: No
• Material: 304 or 316 Stainless Steel
• Model: CleanMount® CleanSeam™
• Mounting Position: Flush Wall
• Special Door Configuration: Leak-Rated
• Storage Racks: Optional
• Window Material: PVC
• Unit of Measure: EA





Read more
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Terra Part #: 2638-70C-2-316

Manufactured By: Terra Universal







Warranty: 1 year parts, 90 days labor 
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 (back to chart)
 
 A1 - Wall Mounted
  Terra offers flush-mount and center-mount options. Terra’s CleanMount® system affixes flush against the cleanroom wall to simplify disinfection and prevent particle accumulation.
 A2 - Floor Mounted With Ramp
  Cleanroom cart pass throughs with integral ramps support transfer of heavy equipment or sample racks into critical spaces.
 A3 - Glass Panel Mounted
  Stainless steel pass throughs smaller than 2 cubic feet may be mounted in tempered glass panels without support frames, saving facilities on additional hardware and cleaning costs.
 
  B - Chamber Materials:
 (back to chart)
 B1 - Plastic
  Terra manufactures and stocks pass through chambers made of economical acrylic, ESD-safe static-dissipative PVC, and chemical-resistant polypropylene.
 B2 - Powder-Coated Steel
  More economical than stainless steel, durable and rigid powder-coated steel is more resistant to chemical- or moisture-based corrosion than plastic designs.
 B3 - 304 Stainless Steel
  304-grade stainless steel resists most harsh chemicals and alcohol-based cleaning agents, and won’t produce contaminants during sterilization.
 B4 - 316 Stainless Steel
  316-grade stainless steel contains more nickel and molybdenum than 304-grade stainless steel, enhancing its resistance to corrosion in wet environments, degradation from bleach-based disinfectants, and high-temperature sanitation, like autoclaving.
 B5 - Electropolished Service
  Electrochemical polishing improves the surface finish of the stainless steel, and supports easy sterilization to reduce micro-cavities where microbes colonize.
 
  C - CleanSeam Design:
 (back to chart)
 C1 - Continuous Seam
  Terra’s CleanSeam™ pass through chambers feature fully-welded chambers with smooth, continuous seam welds for a seamless interior that is easy to disinfect. The internal chamber is free of crevices or cracks where contaminants can collect.
 
  D - Double-Wall Design: 
 (back to chart)
 Equipping a pass through cabinet with external components - such as door sensors, lighting and filtration – can be a challenge. Cleaning procedures dictate that pass through chambers should be seamless, crevice-free and easy to wipe down. Installing external components on the chamber will make the cleaning process more difficult and restrict the space available for sample transfer. 
 Terra has solved this issue with CleanMount® double-walled pass through chambers. All external components are enclosed within the space between the internal and external walls, so the integrity of the internal chamber is not jeopardized and the pass through cleanliness rating is not sacrificed.
 Double-wall construction has additional benefits: the unit is more rigid and more stable within the wall, the doors achieve a tighter seal and more precise alignment with the chamber, and the interlocking mechanism operates flawlessly.
 CleanMount® double-walled systems provide one additional benefit: they are pre-compatible with a wide array of Smart® electronic add-on features, such as UV lighting, valuline filtration, refrigeration modules and load presence sensors. As the bulk of the additional cost for these add-on features are built into the double-wall design, Terra’s pass throughs can be fully equipped with Smart® electronic controls for a negligible price. While the cost to add these features is low, the benefits are enormous - your pass through chamber is instantly transformed into more than a sample transfer system: a germicidal system, a method for employee communication, a data logger, or a security device.
 D1 - Isolated Interlock
  Effectively cleaning an internal chamber with an exposed interlock is a huge challenge. Terra offers a fully isolated automatic interlock, installed between the interior and exterior wall panels of the cleanroom transfer hatch.
 D2 - Flush-Mount
  Terra’s CleanMount® system mounts flush against the cleanroom wall to minimize particle accumulation and simplify cleaning.
 D3 - Quick Install
  The whole process of installing a pass-through was very messy, until Terra developed the CleanMount® pass-through. The CleanMount® fastening system installs directly into a clean, finished opening in the wall (not a dirty, rough cut-out) without any drilling or screwing into the surrounding wall that can contaminate and delay cleanroom operations. The innovative design firmly clamps to a variety of wall thicknesses without penetrating or damaging the finished surrounding wall. After the wall is fully prepared by your contractor, Terra’s CleanMount® pass through chamber can be installed seamlessly, within 5 minutes. Terra’s video tutorial will guide your contractor through the process to ensure the pass through is correctly installed.
 D4 - Contamination-Free Removal
  CleanMount® pass throughs also drastically simplify maintenance to minimize downtime of critical cleanroom operations. The units can be removed and reinstalled seamlessly, within minutes, by any member of your organization. If your pass through chamber needs servicing, Terra’s CleanMount® chamber easily slides out of the wall without creating scratches or abrasions that can leave debris and particle contamination in the cleanroom.
 D5 - Lipless Front/Rear Edges
  The edges of a pass through chamber are prone to snag garments and collect contaminants. Terra’s CleanMount® and BioSafe® design includes lipless front and rear edges for easy sterilization.
 D6 - Rounded Corners
  The corners inside a pass through chamber are a common spot for contaminates to collect or microbes to colonize. Terra’s CleanMount® and BioSafe® pass throughs feature fully rounded (radius) corners for easy disinfection.
 D7 - Lift-Off Replaceable Doors
  Effectively disinfecting pass-through doors can be a challenge. Both Terra’s CleanMount® and BioSafe® pass-through chambers include removable doors. BioSafe® passthroughs feature autoclave-safe doors with blue elastomeric door seals. 
 
  E - BioSafe Design: 
 (back to chart)
 E1 - Meets Aseptic Requirements
  Terra’s pass through chambers are UL-rated, CE-marked and leak-tested. Specialty models meet USP <797> and <800> requirements, cGMP standards, UL-B fire ratings, and BSL 1 and 2 criteria. If you’re installing a pass through into a regulated space, talk to your Terra product specialist to find a model to fit your application.
 E2 - BioSeal Door with Knife Edge Seal
  For many applications, maintaining positive or negative pressure inside of a cleanroom is critical, whether the environment is sensitive to particles, microbial growth, moisture or static build-up. Your cleanroom’s pressure rating can be compromised by any personnel entrance or exit, including your pass through chamber. Terra’s pass through chambers will support the integrity of your cleanroom, allowing it to maintain your desired cleanliness levels and specifications. Terra’s BioSeal™ doors with elastomeric gaskets are pressure-rated, autoclave-safe and compatible with critical, regulated environments.
 
  F - Smart Pass-Through Design – Standard Features:
 (back to chart)
 F1 - Electronic Door Interlock
  Pass through chambers must be designed to prevent both doors from opening at the same time, causing cross contamination between two sterile spaces and a loss of your cleanroom’s pressure rating. A critical component in the pass through design, the interlocking mechanism, prevents this unwanted occurrence. The interlock can be mechanical, utilizing a hook and latch system, or electrical, using an e-strike. Mechanical interlocks come in two flavors: manual or automatic. For mechanical interlocks, Terra only offers automatic systems, as manual systems must be engaged by the operator, severely reducing transfer efficiency. In certain applications, Terra pass through chambers are opened every five seconds for the entirety of a work shift. This level of access frequency would not be possible with a manual, mechanical interlock. Electrical interlocks are often installed on passthrough chambers with automatic, hands-free doors or systems equipped with access controls, occupancy sensors, building management integration or event logs. Terra’s Smart® pass-through chambers can be equipped with these capabilities and more, including refrigeration modules, intercoms, UV germicidal lighting and HEPA filtration.
 F2 - Electrical Integration/Control
  When first introduced to the market, the pass through chamber had one specific job: to act as the gatekeeper for sample transfer into and out of the cleanroom, thereby reducing personnel traffic. As the pass through has become more integral to the operations within a cleanroom, the potential jobs it can perform and problems it can solve have increased. Terra has changed the definition of the pass through chamber by offering a menu of standard, add-on features that expand the role of the pass through chamber within a cleanroom. Beyond sample transfer, a pass through can now disinfect products, allow employees in separate areas to communicate, log environmental conditions, track personnel or packages, and add layers of security to your facility.
 F3 - Service & Open Door Alerts
  In regulated environments, like FDA or cGMP facilities, event logs that track employee movement, environmental conditions, equipment status, and service alerts are a requirement. Terra’s Smart® Pass Through captures these data and communicates with your building management system or LIMS software to export the data at stated intervals.
 F4 - Door Status LED Display Bar
  The interlocking mechanism is the lifeblood of the pass through chamber; its integrity dictates the life of the unit. If the interlock doesn’t function effectively, your facility may experience sample cross contamination, product failures, or employee safety issues. The interlock, and by proxy, the pass through doors must be operated correctly; misuse can shorten the lifespan of your pass through and decrease its effectiveness. To reduce interlock abuse, Terra has introduced several solutions, such as buzzers and color-coded warning signals. Terra’s Smart® LED Door Status Bar displays a red light when the opposite door is open, informing the operator to wait before attempting to open the door, and a green light when the opposite door is shut, informing the operator to proceed in opening the door. Without a status bar, interlock abuse is common: an operator will attempt to open the door, not knowing that the opposite door is open; when their door doesn’t open, the operator will use excessive force to pry the door open, causing damage to the door seal and the interlock. These signals act as the traffic lights for Terra’s Smart® pass through chambers, ensuring interlock abuse is prevented. If traffic lights didn’t exist on roadways, would car accidents be blamed on automotive manufacturers? In this same vein, Terra has taken the extra step in supporting pass through care, so our customers can reap the full benefits of our system for many years.
 
  G - Smart Pass-Through Options:
 (back to chart)
 G1 - Hands-Free Automatic Door
  In the semiconductor industry, the highest level of contamination control is achieved by totally eliminating the presence of humans in the critical manufacturing areas through full robotic automation and closed-loop enclosures. Terra Universal has developed and offered solutions for the semiconductor industry since its inception in 1976. We understand the benefits that reducing foot traffic will have on a company’s operations, processes and products. Terra’s Smart® pass through chambers can be equipped with automatic doors and electronic controllers that support integration with fully automated systems.
 G3 - Recessed LED Lighting
  LED lighting illuminates the internal chamber and mounts flush into the ceiling for easy sterilization. The light automatically activates when either door opens, supporting hands-free operation of the pass through chamber.
 G4 - UV-C Sanitizing Module
  Germicidal UV-C light, emitted at 254 nanometers, denatures microbial DNA after short, intense exposure. UV-C lighting will ensure your pass through box is fully sterilized and does not impact the bio-burden of your cleanroom.
 G5 - ULPA/HEPA-Filtered Air Shower
  Recirculating filtered pass throughs use a closed loop system to continuously recirculate air in the chamber through built-in HEPA or ULPA filters. These clean air pass thrus are self-contained and do not require any ventilation or exhaust ducting. They run continuously to reduce particle concentration within the chamber. This design is commonly used because the closed-loop system does not impact adjacent room pressure balances when operating.
 With heavily mandated cleanliness requirements associated with USP 797 and USP 800 cleanrooms, a pharmacy pass thru is a vital point for sterile pharmaceutical compounding. Terra’s HEPA filtered pass through and Smart® HEPA filtered pass thru use recirculating ventilation to meet and exceed USP 797 and USP 800 guidelines.
 Comprehensively wiping down a cart filled with patient samples or supplies can be time consuming. Terra’s high velocity air shower pass through is designed with high-pressure nozzles that wash the cart from every side with ULPA-filtered air. After a 30-second, hands-free wash cycle; your cart will be clean, particle-free and contamination-free. As a secondary disinfection mechanism, equip your cart with a germicidal, UV-C light to prevent microbial growth.
 G6 - Refrigeration Module
  For temperature sensitive samples or equipment, Terra’s Smart® pass throughs may be equipped with a refrigeration module that maintains a 4°C set point within the internal chamber. Terra’s high-security, refrigerated pass through chambers are utilized for overnight storage of patient samples.
 G7 - Pushbutton Intercom
  Built-in intercom system allows operators to easily communicate between rooms. Without intercoms, operators are prone to opening both pass through doors, by bypassing the interlock, to communicate, thus breaking the cleanroom seal and exposing sterile areas to cross contamination.
 G8 - LCD Message Panel
  LCD panels are designed for regulated environments, like FDA, cGMP, GLP or USP <797> facilities. They display critical environmental information related to the interior chamber conditions, such as temperature and relative humidity.
 G9 - 90° Corner Configurations
  Terra has 45 years of experience in customized equipment. Smart® pass-throughs with custom door configurations can be designed per-project to install in corner walls with multiple doors: 2 doors (L-shape), 3 doors (T-shape), or 4 doors (X-shape).
 G10 - Load Presence Sensor
  Infrared beams detect objects placed within the internal transfer chamber and communicate date to an audible remote alarm located up to 200 feet away from the pass through. System is ideal for highly-regulated facilities maintaining cGMP compliance or systems installed onto the external wall of a building for package delivery.
 G11 - Video Camera
  An interior HD video camera records continuously or upon door opening. The camera can also be adjusted to monitor spaces external to the pass through chamber.
 G12 - Proximity Card Reader
  Card readers with system lockout and keypad for two-factor authentication are ideal designed for pharmacies dispensing controlled substances.
 G13 - Keyless Door Access Panel
  Keypad readers for high-security areas prevent unauthorized access to the pass through chamber.
 G14 - Fingerprint Reader
  Biometric fingerprint scanners include proximity card reader for two-factor authentication.
 G15 - Iris Scanner
  A fully automated iris scanner provides secure, hands-free access and includes data logging plus a secondary keycard reader.
 G16 - Access Data Logging
  This software logs environmental conditions and exports the data to a local server or building management system.
 G17 - Laminar Flow HEPA Filtration
  Terra’s Smart® pass through cabinets may be equipped with a HEPA-filtered blower module, installed above the unit, that washes the internal chamber with uniform, unidirectional, micro-filtered air. 
 G18 - Ionization Module
  Ion bars emit a static neutralizing stream of cations and anions to prevent ESD discharge. They are ideal for protecting static-sensitive medical devices and microelectronics.
 
  H - Fire-Rates Pass-Throughs: 
 (back to chart)
 H1 - Fire-Rated Doors
  If you are installing a pass through chamber in a fire-rated space, the pass through must carry the same fire-rating as the wall in which it is installed. Terra’s fire-rated pass through chambers carry the UL-B label for 90-minute fire exposure, suitable for installation in areas with 2-hour wall ratings. Available in 11 different sizes to fit your sample transfer needs, Terra offers fire-rated units that are pre-tested, crated and in-stock for immediate shipment.
 
  I - Other Optional Accessories: 
 (back to chart)
 I1 & I2 - BioSafe Removable Racks and Shelves
  Stainless steel racks and shelves can be removed for disinfection or replaced as user requirements change.
 I3 - CleanTop Sloping Top
  For non-flush mount pass through systems, Terra’s CleanTop™ sloping top provides a smooth, easy to disinfect surface between the pass through door and the wall.
 I4 - Ventilation Module
  A cleanroom pass thru chamber with exhausted ventilation (also known as a sink airlock) provides a single pass (open loop) supply of exhausted air. This extraction system creates negative pressure to prevent particles from escaping the chamber from either door. This design can be used for applications where hazardous materials or particulates must be contained and kept from passing through either side of the chamber. Ventilation units can also be used to duct fumes that might be present in a specimen, allowing the cleanroom pass thru box to act as a drying system. Specify a flange adapter to allow connection from the pass thru chamber to an in-house ventilation system. Exhaust air speed sensors can also be configured for added safety to alarm in the event air speed falls below a specified set point.
 I5 - Grounding Terminals
  For static-sensitive material, Terra’s cleanroom pass through box can be equipped with grounding terminals for an ESD-safe internal chamber.
 I6 - High-Velocity side & Top HEPA Air Shower
  Installed on floor mounted pass throughs, the air shower directs HEPA-filtered air through high-velocity nozzles installed on the ceiling and walls of the internal chamber to wash carts free of dust and contaminants.
 I7 - Large-Clearance Roll-Up Doors
  Terra’s roll-up door pass throughs are designed for consistent, high-throughput transfer of large, bulky equipment into and out of the cleanroom. Roll-up pass thru designs include safety pressure sensors, automatic interlocks, touch panel interfaces, and laser door positioning sensors.
 I8 - Reinforced, Ruggedized Contruction
  Rugged pass through transfer hatches featuring double-wall construction and heavy-duty self-closing doors are designed for high-throughput, high-security areas such as correctional facilities.
 I9 - Locking Latches
  For secure areas housing controlled substances or high-value products, Terra offers a variety of locking door latches and access controls for pass thru cabinets.
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Terra Part # 2638-70C-2-316




$12,082 
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Details & Specs 





Product Details




	Available ISO Ratings: ISO 5, ISO 6, ISO 7, ISO 8
	Easy-to-sterilize 304 or 316 stainless steel cleanroom pass through for sterile bio-pharma applications
	Obstruction free interior, lipless edges, radius corners, continuous welds for strict disinfection
	CleanMount design allows for installation without drilling and prevents cleanroom shutdown for rapid servicing or replacement
	Hidden automatic door interlock allows only one door to open at a time to prevent cross-contamination
	Lift-off hinges allow doors to be easily removed for more thorough cleaning

	Cleanroom pass throughs reduce foot traffic, improve cleanliness, safety, productivity, and much more.
	Chamber Design:
	All 304 or 316 stainless steel surfaces with enhanced corrosion resistance stand up to harsher cleaning agents and withstand degradation from bleach-based disinfectants.
	Continuous welds with coved radius corners and lip-less edges eliminate hard-to-clean cracks and crevices where contaminants can collect.
	Double-wall construction greatly increases rigidity and durability of the pass through chamber to facilitate installation and prevent warping on larger chambers. 
	Flush-mount design removes dust accumulating surfaces inside the cleanroom. 
	Optional dual BioSafe® stainless steel racks easily remove for cleaning or sterilizing and are reversible to allow slide-out motion in either direction.
	Quick and Clean Installation:
	Innovative fastening system clamps to a variety of wall thicknesses without penetrating or damaging the finished surrounding wall.
	The mounting frame is covered on both sides for an easy-to-clean finish with no visible fasteners or screws.
	Easy-to-install mounting system also allows the entire passthrough chamber to be seamlessly removed and reinstalled within minutes, without damaging the surrounding wall. 
	Hidden Automatic Door Interlock:
	Hidden Interlock mechanism is mounted outside the transfer chamber (between double-wall) for easy-to-clean obstruction-free chamber interior. 
	Rugged and reliable CleanMount® mechanical interlock uses rigid stainless steel rods that run through the door and firmly lock into the lift latches. 
	Door Design:
	Access doors with 304 or 316 stainless steel reinforced frames extend passthrough chamber's service life and provide a tight seal.
	Santoprene® "œe"-shape non-outgassing rubber gasket firmly compresses to eliminate leaks. The one-piece resilient rubber gasket maintains its shape after compression and won't flatten, warp, crack, or degrade like ordinary foam gasket. Gasket is also mechanically attached to the door frame to avoid adhesive failure common with gasket tapes.
	Doors are leak-rated by UL for tight seal to maintain cleanroom pressure gradients.
	Heavy-duty stainless steel lift latches minimize scratching, corrosion and contamination resulting over time that can occur with chrome-plated latches.
	Sturdy "lift-off" stainless steel hinges are welded to the door frame and chamber. They are detachable to allow doors to easily lift off for more thorough cleaning/decontamination or trouble-free replacement.
	Order replacement door(s) to avoid critical operation delays should a door be damaged and require immediate replacement.
	Includes:
	(1) Automatic mechanical interlock.
	Mounting bracket system with cover plates. Standard mounting system accommodates 4"-6" wall thickness. Specify wall thickness at time of order.
	Optional upgrade: to prevent users on both sides from forcefully pulling the doors open at the same time and risking damage, Smart CleanMount Pass-Throughs offer visual red/green status lights to notify users when a door can be opened safely.
	Standard sized sloping top included for optional use on dirty side of pass-through. Accommodates wall thickness up to 5-1/2".  If slope top is required for greater wall thickness, custom slope top to be ordered separately. Can be installed onto existing pass-through units.

 


Show more






• Inside Depth: 12"
• Inside Height: 12"
• Inside Width: 12"
• Concealed Interlock: Yes
• Continuous-Seam Welds: Yes
• Electropolished: Optional
• Expand System Capabilities: UV Sanitizer
• HEPA/ULPA Filtration: No
• Material: 304 or 316 Stainless Steel
• Model: CleanMount® CleanSeam™
• Mounting Position: Flush Wall
• Special Door Configuration: Leak-Rated
• Storage Racks: Optional
• Window Material: PVC
• Unit of Measure: EA


• Dimensions, Product: 22.5" W x 13" D x 18.81" H
• Dimensions, Shipping: 29" W x 18.5" D x 30.31" H
• Marks & Listings: CE, UL, ULC
• Package Type: Crate
• Weight, Product: 69 lb
• Weight, Shipping: 181.5 lb
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Manuals & Resources 




Manuals & Resources



Video


Cleanroom Pass-Through Features and Selection Guide 


Video introduction of pass-through designs, construction and accessories for Terra's family of cleanroom pass-through chambers. Discover how these chambers increase efficiency and reduce contamination with between-room transfer of samples and supplies. 






Manual [pdf]


Pass-Through Chambers 


This manual includes general installation and operating instructions for Terra's Pass-Through Chambers. 






Blog Post


Cleanroom Passthrough Features Comparison 






Brochure [pdf]


Contractors and Architects Brochure 


Brochure featuring products commonly sold through contractors and architects. 
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[image: Fire-rated pass-through chamber, 24"W x 26.5"D x 24"H, is designed for installation in a fire-rated cleanroom or laboratory wall  |  1993-73A displayed]




Group of 9 products


CleanSeam™ Fire-Rated Pass-Through Chambers


From 

As low as

$8,440 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: Smooth, ultra-clean surfaces inside the CleanSeam™ Pass-Through eliminate germ traps, simplify cleaning and disinfection  |  2636-06D-2 displayed]




Group of 20 products


CleanSeam™ Pass-Through Chambers


From 

As low as

$5,810 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: Fire-Rated CleanMount® Pass-Through Chamber; EP 304 or 316 SS, 24"W x 24"D x 24"H, double walled with window and concealed door interlock  |  2638-75B-2-316-FR displayed]




Group of 5 products


CleanMount® CleanSeam™ Fire-Rated Pass-Through Chambers


From 

As low as

$24,317 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: Rounded corners and lipless edge simplifies cleaning and maximizes clearance in CleanMount Smart Pass throughs  |  2635-10B-2-316 displayed]




Group of 16 products


Smart® CleanMount® Pass-Through Chambers


From 

As low as

$14,361 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: ISO 4 BioSafe® Pass-Throughs use a seamless, lipless design with radius corners, autoclavable doors, and an isolated interlock for a cleaner interior  |  2636-79C displayed]




Group of 17 products


BioSafe® CleanMount® Pass-Through Chambers


From 

As low as

$12,616 



 



Some ship in 0 - 2 days









	 

 


[image: Switch-Glass Frameless Window mounted in Stainless Steel BioSafe Cleanroom  |  6603-54 displayed]




Group of 2 products


BioSafe® Switch Glass Cleanroom Windows


From 

As low as

$7,462 



 



Some ship in 40 - 45 days
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Proximity Reader and Keypad, for Smart Pass-through





$757 


 



Usually Ships in 5 - 7 days









	 

 


[image: Fingerprint Reader For Smart Passthrough  |  2635-82 displayed]





Fingerprint Scanner, for Smart® Pass-through





$1,212 


 



Usually Ships in 5 - 9 days









	 

 


[image: Access Control Software, for Smart® Pass-through]





Access Control Software, for Smart® Pass-through





$2,355 


 



Usually Ships in 10 - 14 days









	 

 


[image: Iris Scanner For Smart Passthrough  |  2635-84 displayed]





Iris Scanner, for Smart® Pass-through





$4,170 


 



Usually Ships in 5 - 9 days









	 

 


[image: Keycard Reader For Smart Passthrough  |  2635-85 displayed]





Proximity Keycard Reader, for Smart Pass-through





$230 


 



Usually Ships in 5 - 7 days
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Video Camera, for Smart® Pass-Through





$273 


 



Usually Ships in 10 - 14 days









	 

 


[image: Polypropylene chemical transport cart with 12 compartments to transfer 1-gallon jugs and bottles filled with acids and other corrosives  |  3401-00 displayed]




Group of 9 products


Chemical Transport Carts


From 

As low as

$1,559 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: Double stacked cleanroom LED strip lights installed to the ceiling of a cleanroom  |  3800-40A displayed]





LED Light; Double Stacked Strips




Request Quote


 



Usually Ships in 10 - 14 days









	 

 


[image: 2' x 2' Cleanroom LED light panel with emergency battery back-up in case of power failure  |  3800-48 displayed]





LED Light Panel with Built-In Emergency Battery, 2' x 2', Cleanroom-Grade





$1,047 


 



Usually Ships in 2 - 4 days









	 

 


[image: 2'W x 4'D LED panel mounted in Terra Universal Cleanroom  |  3800-41 displayed]




Group of 7 products


LED Light Panels


From 

As low as

$111 



 



Some ship in 0 - 2 days









	 

 


[image: High-velocity cleanroom air curtain installed above the entryway of a hardwall Terra Universal Cleanroom  |  6601-50A displayed]




Group of 2 products


High-Velocity Cleanroom Air Curtains


From 

As low as

$4,914 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: Adjustable Tote Cart by Intermetro is shown with four additional slides and seven optional tote boxes]




Group of 2 products


Adjustable Tote Carts


From 

As low as

$562 



 



Some ship in 4 - 6 days









	 

 


[image: Nesting design features tapered sides. Multiple sizes shown.  |  6000-00 displayed]




Group of 18 products


General Purpose Nesting Tote Boxes by Endural


From 

Request Quote



 



Some ship in 15 - 21 days









	 

 


[image: Stackable tote boxes available in conductive or dissipative polymer, with opitonal lids and inlay dividers  |  6000-12 displayed]




Group of 24 products


Modular Stacking Tote Boxes by Endural


From 

Request Quote



 



Some ship in 15 - 21 days









	 

 


[image: Stackable tote box (all sizes shown).  |  6300-00 displayed]




Group of 22 products


Stackable Tote Boxes by Intermetro


From 

As low as

$20 



 



Some ship in 4 - 6 days









	 

 


[image: InterMetro two or three tier shelf utility cart with Microban protection  |  1532-13A displayed]




Group of 12 products


myCart Series Polymer Utility Carts by InterMetro


From 

As low as

$178 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: Antimicrobial MetroMax i unit with 2 corrosion proof shelves, posts and handles  |  1403-03 displayed]




Group of 4 products


MetroMax i Utility Carts by InterMetro


From 

As low as

$657 



 



Some ship in 4 - 6 days









	 

 


[image: Cleanroom Strip Curtains and Panels shown on Terra’s Softwall Cleanroom]




Group of 13 products


Cleanroom Curtains and Strip Shields


From 

As low as

$48 



 



Some ship in 10 - 15 days









	 

 


[image: Cleanroom USP 797 Sinks feature stainless steel construction and hands-free operation (foot-actuated shown; IR sensor optional)  |  1372-90 displayed]




Group of 2 products


ValuLine™ USP 797 Cleanroom Sinks


From 

As low as

$1,532 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: Wall Mounted Sink  |  1373-25 displayed]





Laboratory Sink; 304 Stainless Steel, 19" W x 15" D x 15" H, Eagle





$622 


 



Usually Ships in 5 - 7 days









	 

 


[image: Single-Compartment Free-Standing Laboratory Sinks feature a large basin, dual drainboards and a 10” backsplash (faucets sold separately)  |  1373-23 displayed]




Group of 3 products


Laboratory Sinks


From 

As low as

$2,895 



 



Some ship in 5 - 7 days









	 

 


[image: Stainless Steel 2 Faucet Laboratory Wall Mounted Sink  |  1373-51 displayed]




Group of 2 products


BioSafe® Wall-Mount Cleanroom and Laboratory Sinks


From 

As low as

$2,592 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: Quick, convenient through-wall transfer of materials in labs, pharmacies, medical offices and manufacturing facilities  |  1702-71 displayed]




Group of 20 products


Pass-Through Swing Door Convenience Windows


From 

As low as

$1,766 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: Vertical Sliding Convenience Windows include a 12"-deep reinforced shelf on one side  |  1702-86 displayed]




Group of 4 products


Vertical Sliding Pass-Through Convenience Windows


From 

As low as

$5,222 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: Sliding window is 0.75"-thick tempered glass with chrome-plated hardware for clean, smooth operation  |  1702-80A displayed]




Group of 8 products


Polypropylene Horizontal Sliding Convenience Windows


From 

As low as

$2,208 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: UL-listed fire-rated door with wired-glass window, shown with optional mortise locking mechanism and hinges installed]




Group of 35 products


Fire-Rated Manual Swing Doors


From 

As low as

$2,305 



 



Some ship in 5 - 11 days









	 

 


[image: Left hand reverse stainless steel door with full view tempered glass window and automatic opening sensor  |  1999-96-L displayed]




Group of 6 products


Pre-Hung Automatic Swing Doors, Stainless Steel


From 

As low as

$5,974 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: Left hand reverse stainless steel door with full view tempered glass window  |  1999-87A-L displayed]




Group of 6 products


Pre-Hung Automatic Swing Doors, BioSafe®, CleanSeam™ CleanSeam™ 304 or 316 Stainless Steel


From 

As low as

$6,614 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: Automatic swing door with motion sensor allows hands-free door operation (shown installed on Air Shower)  |  1999-88-L displayed]




Group of 22 products


Pre-Hung Automatic Swing Doors, Aluminum


From 

As low as

$2,572 



 



Some ship in 10 - 15 days









	 

 


[image: ideal for personnel carrying objects or pushing carts. (Photo shown with optional door)  |  2635-51 displayed]




Group of 5 products


Automatic Swing Door Operators


From 

As low as

$2,306 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days


































Buy Accessories 





Buy Accessories 



	 



 


[image: Racks shown mounted in pass through. Shelf sold separately.  |  1993-40A displayed]




Shelf, BioSafe® Pass-Through, 304 SS, for 12"W x 12"D CleanSeam Isolated Interlock


 





$429 


 
Increase Down

Increase Up







+ Cart


+ Quote












	 



 


[image: Heavy-duty stainless steel lift latches included to minimize scratching, corrosion and contamination resulting over time that can occur with chrome-plated latch  |  2636-98 displayed]




Upgrade to Aesthetically Designed Hygienic Glass Door


 





$840 


 
Increase Down

Increase Up







+ Cart


+ Quote












	 



 


[image: Removes solvents and other hazardous vapors from materials while they are in the pass-through  |  6705-23 displayed]




Flange; Stainless Steel for Stainless Steel Pass-Throughs




Quick Ship+




In stock

 





$510 


 
Increase Down

Increase Up







+ Cart


+ Quote












	 



 


[image: Installed grounding terminal; location may vary depending on product  |  1686-12 displayed]




Grounding Terminal for Stainless Steel Cabinets/Desiccators/Pass-Throughs


 





$118 


 
Increase Down

Increase Up







+ Cart


+ Quote












	 



 


[image: 1/4" thick lead-lined double-wall pass-through  |  2636-20 displayed]




Lead-lined Cleanroom Pass-Through


 




Request Quote


 
Increase Down

Increase Up







+ Cart


+ Quote












	 



 


[image: To prevent doors from opening completely, use a 90 degree door stop for flush mount pass through doors  |  6705-98 displayed]




Door Stop; 316L SS, Left Hinge, for Flush-Mount Pass-Through Chambers




Quick Ship+




In stock

 





$364 


 
Increase Down

Increase Up







+ Cart


+ Quote












	 



 


[image: To prevent doors from opening completely, use a 90 degree door stop for flush mount pass through doors  |  6705-98 displayed]




Door Stop; 316L SS, Right Hinge, for Flush-Mount Pass-Through Chambers




Quick Ship+




In stock

 





$364 


 
Increase Down

Increase Up







+ Cart


+ Quote












	 



 


[image: Increases security of desiccators and accommodates most standard padlocks.  |  1603-33 displayed]




Locking Bracket; SS, LatchLock, for Single-Chamber Width Desiccators




Quick Ship+




In stock

 





$42 


 
Increase Down

Increase Up







+ Cart


+ Quote












	 



 


[image: Stainless steel LiftLatch. Product details may differ.  |  1603-67-2 displayed]




LiftLatch; 316L SS, Large, Non-Locking, Upgrade


 





$113 


 
Increase Down

Increase Up







+ Cart


+ Quote












	 



 


[image: Upgrade to 316L stainless steel equipment for increased corrosion resistance and lasting durability  |  9999-316L displayed]




316 Stainless Steel Design Upgrade


 




Request Quote


 
Increase Down

Increase Up







+ Cart


+ Quote












	 



 


[image: Service, ISO 5 Rating Declaration]




Service, ISO 5 Rating Declaration


 




Request Quote


 
Increase Down

Increase Up







+ Cart


+ Quote












	 



 


[image: Warranty; 3 Year, Pass-Throughs, Parts]




Warranty; 3 Year, Pass-Throughs, Parts


 




Request Quote


 
Increase Down

Increase Up







+ Cart


+ Quote












	 



 


[image: Warranty; 2 Year, Pass-Throughs, Parts]




Warranty; 2 Year, Pass-Throughs, Parts


 




Request Quote


 
Increase Down

Increase Up







+ Cart


+ Quote












	 



 


[image: FasTrak 24-7 Expediting Service]




FasTrak 24-7 Expediting Service


 




Request Quote


 
Increase Down

Increase Up







+ Cart


+ Quote












	 



 


[image: Electropolish Service]




Electropolish Service


 




Request Quote


 
Increase Down

Increase Up







+ Cart


+ Quote












	 



 


[image: White Glove Freight Service]




White Glove Freight Service


 




Request Quote


 
Increase Down

Increase Up







+ Cart


+ Quote












	 



 


[image: Equipment Testing]




Equipment Testing


 




Request Quote


 
Increase Down

Increase Up







+ Cart


+ Quote












	 



 


[image: Qualification Documentation (IQ/OQ) for Terra Universal System]




Qualification Documentation (IQ/OQ) for Terra Universal System


 




Request Quote


 
Increase Down

Increase Up







+ Cart


+ Quote












	 



 


[image: UL Listing Declaration for Leak-Rated Pass-Throughs]




UL Listing Declaration for Leak-Rated Pass-Throughs


 




Request Quote


 
Increase Down

Increase Up







+ Cart


+ Quote












	 



 


[image: CleanTop™ Stainless Steel Sloping Tops for Cleanroom Pass-Through Chambers  |  2639-PP-01 displayed]




Slope for Pass-Through Flush Mount, 17.5" W x 6.625" D x 3.825" H, 30 degree angle


 





$368 


 
Increase Down

Increase Up







+ Cart


+ Quote



























CleanMount® Pass-Through Chambers



	


[image: CleanMount pass through and rack educational animation]

Watch Terra's CleanMount® Pass-Throughs and Racks Video



	


[image: alt]

Smart® Pass-Through Chambers by Terra Universal
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CleanSeam+ Pass-Through



	


[image: Cleanroom Pass-Through Chamber Video Overview]

Cleanroom Pass-Through Features and Selection Guide



	


[image: Stainless Steel Passthrough Chamber Shown Flush-Mounted in Cleanroom Wall]

ISO 6 CleanMount® CleanSeam™ Stainless Steel Passthrough Chamber



	


[image: Custom Stainless Steel Pass-Throughs Mounted in Compounding Pharmacy Cleanroom]

Custom CleanSeam™ Pass-throughs Mounted in Compounding Pharmacy Wall



	


[image: Custom CleanSeam Stainless Steel Pass-through Chambers]

Custom CleanSeam™ Stainless Steel Pass-Through Chambers



	


[image: Stainless Steel Cleanroom Pass-Through Chamber with Isolated Interlock]

ISO 6 CleamMount® CleanSeam™ Pass-through with Isolated Interlock


















[image: CleanMount pass through and rack educational animation]






Animation detailing installation and operation for Terra's CleanMount® pass-throughs and racks
Watch Terra's CleanMount® Pass-Throughs and Racks Video
Animation detailing installation and operation for Terra's CleanMount® pass-throughs and racks






share





https://www.terrauniversal.com/pass-through-cleanmount-cleanseam-flush-wall-mount-316l-stainless-steel-2638-70c-2-316.html?video=24246
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pinterest


email
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Terra Universal’s Smart Pass-Through Chamber redefines the capabilities of a pass through by solving a host of challenges that hospitals and labs face every day
Smart® Pass-Through Chambers by Terra Universal
Terra Universal’s Smart Pass-Through Chamber redefines the capabilities of a pass through by solving a host of challenges that hospitals and labs face every day. When first introduced to the market, the pass through chamber had one-specific purpose: to reduce personnel traffic by providing a convenient means for sample transfer into and out of the cleanroom. With the Smart Pass Through, Terra has reimagined the jobs a pass through can perform by offering a menu of standard, add-on features compatible with every unit. These features are mounted external to the work area, so the integrity of the internal chamber is not impacted. Beyond sample transfer, the Smart Pass Through can disinfect products, log environmental conditions, track personnel or sample lots, streamline employee communication and add layers of security to your cleanroom.






share





https://www.terrauniversal.com/pass-through-cleanmount-cleanseam-flush-wall-mount-316l-stainless-steel-2638-70c-2-316.html?video=18147
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 | 1686-12 displayed
CleanSeam+ Pass-Through
This video outlines the design features and benefits of CleanSeam+ pass-through chambers. Watch the brief, non-time-lapse installation of a chamber and learn about the non-isolated automated door interlock.






share





https://www.terrauniversal.com/pass-through-cleanmount-cleanseam-flush-wall-mount-316l-stainless-steel-2638-70c-2-316.html?video=2264
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[image: Cleanroom Pass-Through Chamber Video Overview]






Video introduction to pass-through chamber designs, construction and accessories  | 1948-20D displayed
Cleanroom Pass-Through Features and Selection Guide
Video introduction of pass-through chamber designs, construction and accessories. Discover how these chambers increase efficiency and reduce contamination during between-room transfer of samples and supplies.
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https://www.terrauniversal.com/pass-through-cleanmount-cleanseam-flush-wall-mount-316l-stainless-steel-2638-70c-2-316.html?video=2262
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[image: Stainless Steel Passthrough Chamber Shown Flush-Mounted in Cleanroom Wall]





ISO 6 CleanMount® CleanSeam™ Pass-Throughs install in minutes; double-wall chamber isolates interlock for easy cleaning
ISO 6 CleanMount® CleanSeam™ Stainless Steel Passthrough Chamber
CleanMount® CleanSeam™ Pass-Throughs install in minutes; double-wall chamber isolates interlock for easy cleaning of smooth interior surfaces. Select flush- or center-mount design.












[image: Custom Stainless Steel Pass-Throughs Mounted in Compounding Pharmacy Cleanroom]





Custom CleanSeam™ Pass-throughs mounted for easy transfer of drugs in and out of pharmacy compounding room  | 2636-14D-2 displayed
Custom CleanSeam™ Pass-throughs Mounted in Compounding Pharmacy Wall
Custom CleanSeam™ Pass-throughs accommodate unique work flows; shown here providing temporary storage next to pass-through refrigerators in a compounding pharmacy cleanroom wall.












[image: Custom CleanSeam Stainless Steel Pass-through Chambers]





Custom CleanSeam™ Pass-throughs mounted adjacent to pass-through refrigerators in a compounding pharmacy cleanroom  | 2636-14D-2 displayed
Custom CleanSeam™ Stainless Steel Pass-Through Chambers
Custom CleanMount™ CleanSeam™ Pass-throughs accommodate unique workflows; shown here providing temporary storage next to pass-through refrigerators in a compounding pharmacy cleanroom wall.












[image: Stainless Steel Cleanroom Pass-Through Chamber with Isolated Interlock]





Automatic interlock, isolated outside ISO 6 CleamMount® CleanSeam™ pass through, prevents cross-contamination; rated for millions of operations
ISO 6 CleamMount® CleanSeam™ Pass-through with Isolated Interlock
Double-wall construction of the CleamMount® CleanSeam™ pass-through with interlock mechanism positioned outside of the main transfer chamber, leaving smooth, easy-clean interior surfaces.




















Features and Benefits


Learn More: CleanMount CleanSeam


Print

Copy Copied




 CleanMount CleanSeam Pass-Through Chamber
   CleanMount™ Design Allows Servicing or Replacement without Cleanroom Shutdown!
 [image: alt] 


 The simplicity of this CleanMount clamping system makes removal of the pass-through chamber just as easy as installation. If the wall cut-out framing is properly sealed prior to installation, the pass-through can be quickly removed and replaced without ever having to shut down the cleanroom. Maintain the positive-pressure differential and protect the cleanroom environment by sealing off the "dirty side" with plastic sheeting prior to removal. Loosen the lag bolt so that the pass-through lifts out of the wall without contaminating the room. Once out, the pass-through can be serviced, modified, or even replaced with an upgraded version to accommodate new applications. 
 A - Inside of flush-mount bracket on opposing side 
 B - Bolt guide extending from nut welded to opposing bracket 
 C - Mounting bolt (one, two or three per side, depending on chamber height) - standard sizes accommodate any wall thicknesses 
 D - Mounting bracket 
 E - Bracket cover 
 F - Standard wall (masonry or drywall)
 
   [image: dry wall cut-out for installing cleanroom passthrough chamber] 


 Finish cut-out framing to minimize contamination exposure during servicing Terra's quick-mount system installs in under five minutes, regardless of wall thickness and without contamination 
 
  [image: alt] 


 Access Clearances 
 Width = W (nominal) – 1.88”
 Depth = D (nominal) – 0.12”
 Height = H (nominal) – 1.25”
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Retrofittable on Existing Units 

Slope tops for double wall pass-throughs can be installed onto new or existing units. Designed for rapid installation without penetrating the chamber. Now comes standard on certain models








[image: ]





Products Compliant With Your ISO Rating 

Provide Terra with your desired ISO rating. We will tailor the product to meet your rating and supply a certificate of compliance appended to your invoice, to be included in your compliance package. All certificates are archived in Terra's system for quick retrieval.











Popular Accessories

For a full list of accessories, select a product then click Choose Accessories on that product page.



	



[image: Retrofittable Terra pass through racks]




Learn More






Pass Through Racks 

Designed to be installed into any pass through. Install these racks within minutes with no special tools. Simply tighten a compression screw. Forgot to order racks before? No problem!



Pricing starting at $205 







	



[image: Passthrough LED Recessed Light]








LED Recessed Light 

Activates when either pass-through door opens; flush with the wall surface, covered by a static-dissipative PVC lens.



Pricing starting at $848 







	



[image: Smart Passthrough Filtered Air Shower]








ULPA-Filtered Air Shower 

High-velocity, ULPA-filtered air dislodges surface-deposited contaminants and exits the chamber through a filtered exhaust.



Pricing starting at $3,434 







	



[image: Passthrough Ventilation Exhaust Ducts]








Passthrough Ventilation Exhaust Ducts 

Adding a duct flange to the top of the passthrough allows the chamber to be ventilated by a remote blower. The ULPA-filtered inlet, housed in a perforated stainless steel cage, provides the necessary make-up air without contaminating the chamber.






	



[image: Smart Passthrough Installed Video Camera]








Video Camera 

Interior HD video camera records continuously or upon door-opening; can also be used for remote monitoring the transfer chamber.



Pricing starting at $273 







	



[image: Infrared Load Presence Sensor installed inside cleanroom passthrough]








Infrared Load Sensor 

Infrared beams detect objects placed inside the transfer chamber and connect to a remote alarm located up to 200 feet away from the pass through chamber. The crossed red lines depict the non-visible trigger lines between the IR transmitters and receivers.



Pricing starting at $1,677 







	



[image: Smart Passthrough Eye Reader]








Iris Scanner 

Fully automated iris scanner for secure, hands-free access (includes datalogging and optional secondary keycard reader).



Pricing starting at $4,170 







	



[image: Smart Passthrough Automatic Hands Free Door Operator]








Automatic Door 

Hands-free operation of the pass-through door, governed by the electronic interlock; automatically closes based on delay timer.



Pricing starting at $3,773 







	



[image: Intercom system installed to cleanroom passthrough chamber]








Intercom System 

Built-in intercom system lets users easily call and communicate between rooms. No more knocking on windows, shouting, or awkward sign language.



Pricing starting at $1,193 







	



[image: Smart Passthrough LCD Message Panel]








LCD Message Panel 

Displays critical environmental information related to the interior chamber such as temperature and relative humidity (customizable).



Pricing starting at $725 







	



[image: Smart Passthrough UV Sanitizing Module]








UV Sanitizing Module 

Provides a timed cycle of 254 nm Ultra-Violet (UV) radiation to neutralize bacteria, viruses and mold spores within line-of-sight of the light fixture.



Pricing starting at $2,065 







	



[image: Smart Passthrough Status Indicator Lights]








Interlock Status Lights 

Prevent operator damage! A green light bar indicates the door is available for use, with the electronic interlock disengaged. The bar turns red when the opposing door is open to indicate the electronic interlock is engaged.






	



[image: Smart Passthrough Alarm]








Wireless Door Alert 

Alarm bell rings when its assigned door is open (two bells per chamber); plugs into a standard wall outlet.






	



[image: 304 Stainless steel pass-through sliding tray ideal for transferring IV bags]








304 Stainless Steel Sliding Tray for Cleanroom Pass Through 

Securely hold small parts during transfer with this dual-motion sliding tray in corrosion-resistant 304 stainless steel. Tray attaches to sliding runners inside a pass-through to allow full tray extension in both directions for convenient material handling.













Products similar to this one




	 

 


[image: Fire-rated pass-through chamber, 24"W x 26.5"D x 24"H, is designed for installation in a fire-rated cleanroom or laboratory wall  |  1993-73A displayed]




Group of 9 products


CleanSeam™ Fire-Rated Pass-Through Chambers


From 

As low as

$8,440 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: Smooth, ultra-clean surfaces inside the CleanSeam™ Pass-Through eliminate germ traps, simplify cleaning and disinfection  |  2636-06D-2 displayed]




Group of 20 products


CleanSeam™ Pass-Through Chambers


From 

As low as

$5,810 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: Fire-Rated CleanMount® Pass-Through Chamber; EP 304 or 316 SS, 24"W x 24"D x 24"H, double walled with window and concealed door interlock  |  2638-75B-2-316-FR displayed]




Group of 5 products


CleanMount® CleanSeam™ Fire-Rated Pass-Through Chambers


From 

As low as

$24,317 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: Rounded corners and lipless edge simplifies cleaning and maximizes clearance in CleanMount Smart Pass throughs  |  2635-10B-2-316 displayed]




Group of 16 products


Smart® CleanMount® Pass-Through Chambers


From 

As low as

$14,361 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: ISO 4 BioSafe® Pass-Throughs use a seamless, lipless design with radius corners, autoclavable doors, and an isolated interlock for a cleaner interior  |  2636-79C displayed]




Group of 17 products


BioSafe® CleanMount® Pass-Through Chambers


From 

As low as

$12,616 



 



Some ship in 0 - 2 days









	 

 


[image: Switch-Glass Frameless Window mounted in Stainless Steel BioSafe Cleanroom  |  6603-54 displayed]




Group of 2 products


BioSafe® Switch Glass Cleanroom Windows


From 

As low as

$7,462 



 



Some ship in 40 - 45 days
































Other products you may find relevant




	 

 


[image: Access Code Panel For Smart Passthrough  |  2635-81 displayed]





Proximity Reader and Keypad, for Smart Pass-through





$757 


 



Usually Ships in 5 - 7 days









	 

 


[image: Fingerprint Reader For Smart Passthrough  |  2635-82 displayed]





Fingerprint Scanner, for Smart® Pass-through





$1,212 


 



Usually Ships in 5 - 9 days









	 

 


[image: Access Control Software, for Smart® Pass-through]





Access Control Software, for Smart® Pass-through





$2,355 


 



Usually Ships in 10 - 14 days









	 

 


[image: Iris Scanner For Smart Passthrough  |  2635-84 displayed]





Iris Scanner, for Smart® Pass-through





$4,170 


 



Usually Ships in 5 - 9 days









	 

 


[image: Keycard Reader For Smart Passthrough  |  2635-85 displayed]





Proximity Keycard Reader, for Smart Pass-through





$230 


 



Usually Ships in 5 - 7 days









	 

 


[image:  |  2635-93 displayed]





Video Camera, for Smart® Pass-Through





$273 


 



Usually Ships in 10 - 14 days









	 

 


[image: Polypropylene chemical transport cart with 12 compartments to transfer 1-gallon jugs and bottles filled with acids and other corrosives  |  3401-00 displayed]




Group of 9 products


Chemical Transport Carts


From 

As low as

$1,559 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: Double stacked cleanroom LED strip lights installed to the ceiling of a cleanroom  |  3800-40A displayed]





LED Light; Double Stacked Strips




Request Quote


 



Usually Ships in 10 - 14 days









	 

 


[image: 2' x 2' Cleanroom LED light panel with emergency battery back-up in case of power failure  |  3800-48 displayed]





LED Light Panel with Built-In Emergency Battery, 2' x 2', Cleanroom-Grade





$1,047 


 



Usually Ships in 2 - 4 days









	 

 


[image: 2'W x 4'D LED panel mounted in Terra Universal Cleanroom  |  3800-41 displayed]




Group of 7 products


LED Light Panels


From 

As low as

$111 



 



Some ship in 0 - 2 days









	 

 


[image: High-velocity cleanroom air curtain installed above the entryway of a hardwall Terra Universal Cleanroom  |  6601-50A displayed]




Group of 2 products


High-Velocity Cleanroom Air Curtains


From 

As low as

$4,914 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: Adjustable Tote Cart by Intermetro is shown with four additional slides and seven optional tote boxes]




Group of 2 products


Adjustable Tote Carts


From 

As low as

$562 



 



Some ship in 4 - 6 days









	 

 


[image: Nesting design features tapered sides. Multiple sizes shown.  |  6000-00 displayed]




Group of 18 products


General Purpose Nesting Tote Boxes by Endural


From 

Request Quote



 



Some ship in 15 - 21 days









	 

 


[image: Stackable tote boxes available in conductive or dissipative polymer, with opitonal lids and inlay dividers  |  6000-12 displayed]




Group of 24 products


Modular Stacking Tote Boxes by Endural


From 

Request Quote



 



Some ship in 15 - 21 days









	 

 


[image: Stackable tote box (all sizes shown).  |  6300-00 displayed]




Group of 22 products


Stackable Tote Boxes by Intermetro


From 

As low as

$20 



 



Some ship in 4 - 6 days









	 

 


[image: InterMetro two or three tier shelf utility cart with Microban protection  |  1532-13A displayed]




Group of 12 products


myCart Series Polymer Utility Carts by InterMetro


From 

As low as

$178 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: Antimicrobial MetroMax i unit with 2 corrosion proof shelves, posts and handles  |  1403-03 displayed]




Group of 4 products


MetroMax i Utility Carts by InterMetro


From 

As low as

$657 



 



Some ship in 4 - 6 days









	 

 


[image: Cleanroom Strip Curtains and Panels shown on Terra’s Softwall Cleanroom]




Group of 13 products


Cleanroom Curtains and Strip Shields


From 

As low as

$48 



 



Some ship in 10 - 15 days









	 

 


[image: Cleanroom USP 797 Sinks feature stainless steel construction and hands-free operation (foot-actuated shown; IR sensor optional)  |  1372-90 displayed]




Group of 2 products


ValuLine™ USP 797 Cleanroom Sinks


From 

As low as

$1,532 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: Wall Mounted Sink  |  1373-25 displayed]





Laboratory Sink; 304 Stainless Steel, 19" W x 15" D x 15" H, Eagle





$622 


 



Usually Ships in 5 - 7 days









	 

 


[image: Single-Compartment Free-Standing Laboratory Sinks feature a large basin, dual drainboards and a 10” backsplash (faucets sold separately)  |  1373-23 displayed]




Group of 3 products


Laboratory Sinks


From 

As low as

$2,895 



 



Some ship in 5 - 7 days









	 

 


[image: Stainless Steel 2 Faucet Laboratory Wall Mounted Sink  |  1373-51 displayed]




Group of 2 products


BioSafe® Wall-Mount Cleanroom and Laboratory Sinks


From 

As low as

$2,592 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: Quick, convenient through-wall transfer of materials in labs, pharmacies, medical offices and manufacturing facilities  |  1702-71 displayed]




Group of 20 products


Pass-Through Swing Door Convenience Windows


From 

As low as

$1,766 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: Vertical Sliding Convenience Windows include a 12"-deep reinforced shelf on one side  |  1702-86 displayed]




Group of 4 products


Vertical Sliding Pass-Through Convenience Windows


From 

As low as

$5,222 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: Sliding window is 0.75"-thick tempered glass with chrome-plated hardware for clean, smooth operation  |  1702-80A displayed]




Group of 8 products


Polypropylene Horizontal Sliding Convenience Windows


From 

As low as

$2,208 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: UL-listed fire-rated door with wired-glass window, shown with optional mortise locking mechanism and hinges installed]




Group of 35 products


Fire-Rated Manual Swing Doors


From 

As low as

$2,305 



 



Some ship in 5 - 11 days









	 

 


[image: Left hand reverse stainless steel door with full view tempered glass window and automatic opening sensor  |  1999-96-L displayed]




Group of 6 products


Pre-Hung Automatic Swing Doors, Stainless Steel


From 

As low as

$5,974 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: Left hand reverse stainless steel door with full view tempered glass window  |  1999-87A-L displayed]




Group of 6 products


Pre-Hung Automatic Swing Doors, BioSafe®, CleanSeam™ CleanSeam™ 304 or 316 Stainless Steel


From 

As low as

$6,614 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: Automatic swing door with motion sensor allows hands-free door operation (shown installed on Air Shower)  |  1999-88-L displayed]




Group of 22 products


Pre-Hung Automatic Swing Doors, Aluminum


From 

As low as

$2,572 



 



Some ship in 10 - 15 days









	 

 


[image: ideal for personnel carrying objects or pushing carts. (Photo shown with optional door)  |  2635-51 displayed]




Group of 5 products


Automatic Swing Door Operators


From 

As low as

$2,306 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days
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On a tight schedule? Choose FasTrak 24/7 Priority Service to help meet your critical schedule for Terra-manufactured products, either before or after your order is placed.*

	FasTrak 24/7 provides a 24/7 commitment to meet the shipping date YOU specify, regardless of quoted lead times.
	FasTrak 24/7 assigns a dedicated production team plus a dedicated senior expeditor working three shifts to meet your delivery specification.
	FasTrak 24/7 guarantees* to meet the agreed-to specified ship date.


Call for pricing. FasTrak service fees cover costs of additional services only, without additional profit.

 * Terra's FasTrak services limited guarantee: to ship on the ESD or date specified OR to refund up to 100% of FasTrak charges. This guarantee covers no direct, special, consequential or other damages and is strictly limited to up to 100% of the amount paid for FasTrak service. When a specified ship date is missed due to factors outside Terra's control (vendor performance, deliveries by shipping companies, etc.) and random factors such as accidents, the credit of up to 100% of the FasTrak 24/7 may not apply. FasTrak service requested after order placement will be quoted and accepted based on available time remaining before required ship date.
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 Receive 10% OFF your first order.








Continue
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TerraUniversal.com

Critical Environment Solutions®





















Pricing and specs are subject to change without notice. Call +1 (714) 578-6100 or read our terms and conditions for more information.







Terra Universal +1 (714) 578-6100

[email protected]

Hours Mon - Fri, 07:00 AM - 06:00 PM (Pacific Time)

800 S. Raymond Ave., Fullerton, CA 92831

More contact options
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